Toddler Tunes Song Lyrics

Shake Your Shaker - in the tune of
London Bridge
Shake your shaker in the air,
Shake it here, shake it there.
Shake your shaker in the air,
Shake your shaker.
Shake it high and shake it low,
Shake it yes, shake it no.
Shake it high and shake it low,
Shake your shaker.
Shake it up and shake it down,
Rub your shaker on the ground.
Shake it up and shake it down,
Shake your shaker.
Shake it near and shake it far,
Drive your shaker like a car.
Shake it near and shake it far,
Shake your shaker.

Popcorn Kernels - in the tune of Frere
Jacques (for scarves)
Popcorn kernels, popcorn kernels,
In the pot.
In the pot.
Shake them, shake them, shake them.
Shake them, shake them, shake them.
‘Til they pop!
‘Til they pop!

The Wheels on the Bus - Rhythm
stick version
The wheels on the bus go round and
round…
The money on the bus goes clank,
clank, clank...
The wipers on the bus go swish, swish,
swish...
The driver on the bus says, "Move on
back"... (move sticks or spoons over the
shoulders)
The people on the bus go up and
down...
The babies on the bus go waa, waa,
waa...
The parents on the bus go shh, shh,
shh…

Bells are Ringing - in the tune of
Frere Jacques
Bells are ringing,
Bells are ringing.
Ding, ding, dong.
Ding, ding, dong.
Happy little bells,
Happy little bells.
All day long,
Ring their song!
Jack in the Box Scarf Song
Jack in the Box,
Sits so still.
Will he come out?
Yes he will!
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All the Little Sticks - in the tune of
Glory, Glory, Hallelujah
All the little sticks are going
tappy-tappy-tap.
All the little sticks are going
tappy-tappy-tap.
All the little sticks are going
tappy-tappy-tap.
That’s what they like to do!

Additional verses:
All the little sticks are going
rolly-rolly-roll
(roll sticks together on the floor)
All the little sticks are going
slidey-slidey-slide ( slide sticks on the
floor)
All the little sticks are going
wiggly-wiggly-wiggle
(wiggle sticks in the air)

Yankee Doodle song for rhythm
sticks
Yankee Doodle went to town,
Tapping sticks together.
Everybody thought that he (or she)
Was very, very clever.
Yankee Doodle keep it up,
Yankee Doodle Dandy.
Mind the music and your step,
And keep your sticks handy.
Bell Songs 
All around the circle today 
The children sit and sing. 
Then they pick up their
bells 
And ring and ring and
ring! 
Tune: “Pop, Goes The
Weasel”  
Down at the barnyard 
Early in the morning. 
See the big cows 
Standing in a row. 
See the dairy farmer 
Give each cow a bell. 
So wherever they go 
He can always tell. 
Tune: “Down At The
Station”
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The Muffin Man Shaker Song
Do you know the muffin man,
the muffin man,
the muffin man?
Do you know the muffin man,
He lives on Drury Lane.
Yes I know muffin man,
the muffin man,
the muffin man!
He lives on Drury Lane!
This is the Way… Rhythm stick song
This is the way we tap our sticks, tap
our sticks, tap our sticks.
This is the way we tap our sticks so
early in the morning!
This is the way we rub our sticks, rub
our sticks, rub our sticks.
This is the way we rub our sticks so
early in the morning!
This is the way we tap our knees, tap
our knees, tap our knees.
This is the way we tap our knees so
early in the morning!

